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Letters of recommendation that provide evidence of effective instruction are required by most departments as part of the hiring process. Many of us on our departmental hiring committee read some of the teaching letters we received this year with alarm. A number of these letters contained evidence of effective instruction that was anecdotal, circumstantial, or at worst didn't mention teaching at all. The purpose of this note is to offer some suggestions to our colleagues about what I think a helpful teaching letter should contain.

First, a teaching letter should describe what courses the candidate has taught, as well as the other educational activities the candidate has been involved in. These might include mentoring students, supervising undergraduate research projects, or organizing seminars. The letter should also describe the approximate sizes of the classes taught and the candidate's role. Is the candidate experienced at teaching large classes or small tutorials? Was the candidate a recitation instructor or the course head?

Second, the letter should contain exact quotes from students, or at least a description of student feedback. Usually in the American system exact quotes from students are available to copy and paste into the letter from the student evaluations at the end of the semester. If not, the writer may need to ask for help from some former students of the candidate. If there are negative comments, the writer should try to give the committee an idea of why without being unnecessarily harsh.

Third, the letter should contain some numerical data about teaching effectiveness, a description of the scale (typically one to five, with five highest), and the average score in the department. If no numerical data are given, a hiring committee might reasonably assume that the evaluations were very low. If the candidate taught a large number of classes, the letter might give the range of scores and a description of the most recent few.

Fourth, the letter should contain comments from at least one and preferably at least two faculty members who visited the candidate's class, recitation, or tutorial; this could but need not be the letter writer. How was the board work? The pacing? The mathematical accuracy? The ability of the instructor to engage the entire class?

1Note that evidence of correlation between student ratings and student learning is highly questionable; see [UWG]. However, for the moment, use of student effectiveness scores in hiring and promotion decisions is almost ubiquitous. If the writer objects to the use of such data, and as a result does not include it, this should perhaps be explained in the teaching letter.
Fifth, the letter should mention at the top any teaching awards. There are certain jobs that are available only to those who have won such a distinction or at least have outstanding teaching credentials, and it helps hiring committees sort the applications if this is mentioned at the beginning.

A letter that addresses all of the above issues positively can produce a substantial upward bump for the candidate in the rankings. It also provides a valuable service to hiring departments.

Finally, the candidate might want to provide the letter writer with as much of the material mentioned above as possible. This might include a list of educational and mentorship activities as well as a list of faculty who have visited classes or tutorials. The letter might be requested in the summer, when the letter writer has time to gather the data and is not yet swamped with letter requests.
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